DIRECTIONS

BY CAR

A1 from Schaffhausen and A3 from Basel
Follow the highway to the direction of Zurich Airport/ Bulach on the A51. At the traffic light turn left then keep right. Then take the exit 8-Glattbrugg and follow the highway 51 again in direction Zurich city centre and take the next exit 9-Wallisellen/ Opfikon. Turn right into the Thurgauer-Strasse and keep on the left side. In front of the Migros supermarket which you will see on your left side, you make a u-turn to the left into the Thurgauer-Strasse and shortly after 50 metres you turn right into the Dufaux- Strasse. The entrance to our parking spaces is at the Dufaux-Strasse.

BY TRAIN

from Airport Zurich Kloten (Pic. 1.)
Chose tram line 10 [direction to Zurich Bahnhofsplatz] or tram line 12 [direction to Zurich, Bahnhoff Stettbach]. The station is located directly in front of the airport. Exit on the sixth stop at “Glattpark”. Turn towards the Migros supermarket and you will see the Kameha to your left hand side. The Kameha Grand Zurich is approximately 100 metres away. The driving time is approximately 10 minutes.

Zurich central station / Zurich Oerlikon (Pic. 2.)
Chose for the regional S-Bahn to the direction of “Oerlikon SBB”. Take the line 10 or line 11 [direction of Zurich Flughafen Fracht or Auzelg] directly in front of the east-exit at the station Oerlikon. Leave the tram at the station “Glattpark”. Turn towards the Migros supermarket and you will see the Kameha to your left hand side. The Kameha Grand Zürich is located approximately 100 metres to your left. The driving time is approximately 20 minutes away from the central station or 5 minutes from the station Oerlikon.

DISTANCES

Airport Zurich Kloten approx. 4.4 km
Zurich central station approx. 7.8 km
City centre approx. 9.3 km
Train station Oerlikon approx. 2.8 km